The letter Al
* From ‘Ancient Hebrew Lexicon of the Bible’ by Jeff A Benner, translated by S. Ernst.

AlefTav #4
Theme: The letter Al
Lesson 1: Al explanation
Summary
Name: Al
Pronunciation: Ah / Eh
Picture: Head of an Ox
Meaning: Strength, Power, Leader, First
Numerical biblical value: 1

The First letter of the Hebrew alphabet is the letter Al
Depending on the word, the pronunciation can be Ah as in A in Afrikaans or Eh like in
‘emissary’.
The picture looks like the head of an Ox and stands for strength and power because the
ox is such a strong animal.

Al can also mean first, leader or chief.

THE LETTER AL 2
If two oxen are yoked together to pull a wagon, the older, more experienced ox is yoked
to the younger ox. His task is to guide the younger ox and to fulfill the leadership
position.
In the same way the father of a household / the leader of a nation is seen as the older
ox who is bound to the others to lead them and instruct them.
The modern name for the letter is Aleph and in Modern Hebrew it is a silent letter and
performs as a sound carrier.
In written modern Hebrew there are no ‘vowel letters’, but vowels are indicated by
nekudot / nikkud ~ little dots which are placed at certain positions next to consonants to
indicate to you what vowel should be used.
In Ancient Hebrew some of the letters function as vowels as well.

AlefTav #5
Theme: The letter Al
Lesson 2: Al forms and words
* From ‘Ancient Hebrew Lexicon of the Bible’ by Jeff A Benner, translated by S. Ernst.

In the picture you can see the 4 forms of the Hebrew letter Al
An easy way to remember the letter Al is to turn the Ox head upside down – and it will
look like a malformed A.
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The middle script form of Al was adopted by the Greeks to form the letter A and then
later it was carried over to become the Roman A as well.
The middle script also became the nr 1 we use today.
Words that start with the letter Al
ĚL [EhL] = Mighty One (God)

ABA [Ah-báh] = Dad / Father
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AlefTav #6
Theme: The letter Al
Lesson 3: Al The meaning of the word Al
The name of the English letter ‘Z’ is ZET. But ZET does not mean anything to you,
except that it is the name of the letter.
In Hebrew however some of the names of the letters are words on their own and
the meaning are usually similar to the picture meaning of the letter.
We now know that the letter Al means Strength, Power, Leader, First.
In the previous lesson I gave you words that start with the letter Al.
The one word was ĚL [EhL] = Mighty One (God). This is the same way you spell the
name of the letter Al.
As you can see, the meanings of the letter Al and the word ĚL are similar. It is the
word that is translated in our Scriptures as ‘God’ and ‘god’.
The word Al can also mean Ox – obviously because it is a picture of an ox head. Many
near eastern cultures worshipped the god al [ehl] and he is depicted as a bull in
carvings and statues.
This makes us think back to the story of the golden calf… Have you ever realized that
the intention of the people was to worship the Father? They wanted to make a
feast to Him and chose a calf because in their language the first letter of the alphabet
(head of the ox) refers to the Strong and Mighty One.
Ex 32:4-5; “And he took this from their hand, and he formed it with an engraving tool,
and made a moulded calf. And they said, “This is your mighty one, O Yisra’ĕl, that
brought you out of the land of Egypt!”
And Aharon saw and built an altar before it. And Aharon called out and said,
“Tomorrow is a festival to יהוה.””
This happened because the people had an association with the Word Al [ĚL] and an ox.
Their intention was to worship Him but in the process they broke one of His
commandments that states that you should not make a craven image, even if you want
it to represent Him.
In the same way we think the intentions of our hearts are all that matter and that they
are good, but in Jerm 17:9 it says “The heart is crooked above all, and desperately sick
– who shall know it?”

THE LETTER AL 5
We need to start praying and ask the Father to test our hearts and to remove
everything from our lives that are not in line with His will. Ask Him to test the intension
of our hearts.
Why do you worship Him? Is it out of fear of not being saved or out of love?

AlefTav #7
Theme: The letter Al
Lesson 4: Al The meaning of numbers.
In Lesson 1 of the letter Al I gave you a summary and mentioned that the Numerical
value of Al is 1.
Numbers in the Scripture are very important and it can indicate to us what the deeper
meaning or theme behind a text is. I believe that nothing in His Word is insignificant
and that we can draw meaning out of the tiniest of detail.
The meaning of the number 1:
The number one is called Echad in Hebrew.
1 Stands for the unity and superiority of the Father and the Son.
Deut 6:4; “Hear, O Israel; YHWH our God [Elohim], YHWH is ONE”
The Hebrew word that is used here is the word Echad.
He is not one Being but rather a unified one, like a husband and wife also becomes one.
To illustrate to you the depth and fullness of the Hebrew language, I want to look at the
word Echad [One].
If you look at the pictures that spell Echad, it means the Strong One who protects the
weaker one! Wow, that just blew my mind!
It refers back to the original meaning of the letter Al, the stronger older ox that leads
the younger one.
Recap:
The letter Al is a picture of an ox head and symbolizes Strength, authority, power,
first and chief.
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The word ĚL means Mighty One [God] and He is our Mighty One, our Strength,
Authority, Power, First and Chief.
The numerical value of Al is 1 and it refers to the unity and supremacy of the
Father and the Son.
He says in His Word that they are Echad and He is our Strength and He protects us
because we are the weaker vessel!
Isn’t that jus AMAZING! This is why I love Hebrew! It is alive and powerful!

